SALSA On Ice Report: 15-19 November 2017
SALSA Drillers on Ice: Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Joshua Mehlin, Justin
Burnett, Ed Krula, Anatoly Mironov, Bob Zook
Other team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Ryan Venturelli

Drill Team Update by Justin Burnett

November 15:
•

•

The day was spent at drill site continuing to trouble shoot minor motor drive issues until
weather came in and forced a return to station
o Found that the Main Reel pendant control speed pot was incorrectly wired, with
the 10VDC common reference value wired to the -10VDC bus. Corrected this
error to match wiring schematic. This seemed to correct part of the pendant
control issues experienced the previous day (and previous seasons).
We can now operate the reel in all intended modes with full manual system redundancy

November 16:
•
•
•
•
•

Weather delay has prevented access to drill equipment at SPOTSA, instead working on
SCINI vehicle today
Completed pistenbully vehicle training
Dry fit camera and lighting systems for cable routing and hardware selection purposes,
everything seems to be fitting together nicely.
Fabricated an insulating spacer for the high voltage transformer in the vehicle clump
weight system
Finished casting transformers in high voltage assembly

November 17:

•
•

•
•

Weather today delayed drilling of our test hole. This even has been rescheduled to
Monday November 20
Tested 3x camera systems – Ethernet communications seem fully functional
o Flashed RS484 micro controllers with latest firmware update, all seems to be
responsive and functioning properly
o Camera #217 needs RS485 address set and chip power added
Located and fixed an RS485 communication polarity error in the main power supply case
Integrated new thruster modules with mounting hardware and vehicle floatation – all
looks good

November 18:
•
•
•
•

Installed transformer box on outside of main winch
Installed slip ring into reel
o Verified cable integrity, ~14 dB loss across system end to end
Patched potting compound on transformer
Tested communication through vehicle and opened pilot software
o There were timing delays and a somewhat noisy data bus, this needs further
trouble shooting
o Despite these bugs, we were able to successfully control critical vehicle systems

November 19:
•
•

Spent day debugging minor communication errors which were eliminated stateside,
but have seemed to resurface in a different form
John Winans and David McPike both phoned into McMurdo, for software trouble
shooting
o Serial communications through the camera systems have some reflections,
going to attempt adding termination resistors
o We were able to successfully control lights, communicate with power supply
micro controller boards, and view camera images
o David McPike is currently debugging the Linux server code, to add better
error handling for serial comms
o Overall, the bugs seem to be mostly worked out, and packet integrity over the
network looks good

•

Things that worked perfectly stateside have been troublesome on arrival, because
Antarctica does that. We are optimistic we have isolated the root cause of the
problem.

